Why EdgeEX?

Imagine Edgenuity’s EdgeEX courses provide an engaging and accessible learning experience for all students, empower teachers through actionable data and easy-to-use tools, and provide districts with more visibility and flexibility to customize.

Top 10 reasons to transform your course experience

1. **Answer Explanations**
   Answer Explanations for every problem in math assignments support students struggling with content and make intervention easier for teachers.

2. **Show Me Videos**
   Short reteaching videos are provided when students answer selected math problems incorrectly, providing just-in-time intervention exactly when students need it.

3. **Fillable Guided Notes**
   Newly formatted Guided Notes contain fillable fields so students can complete them digitally if they choose.

4. **Educator Launchpad**
   An actionable, visual display of students who need assessments unlocked, additional retakes, or work graded — helping teachers prioritize their time and work efficiently.
GRADEBOOK
The new Gradebook provides one-click access to the next student submission that needs grading and gives all scoring resources at point of use, making grading easy and efficient.

COURSE CATALOG
Preview course content in the student experience, add courses to your district and schools, set course options, manage sections, and more.

COURSE OPTIONS
More than a dozen new options, including the ability to configure each assessment type individually and set the level to which other educators can customize courses.

COURSE AND SECTION HUBS
New navigational elements provide a one-stop shop for all information and actions related to a particular course or course section, making EdgeEX easy to use for new and experienced educators.

DYNAMIC RESOURCES
Important documents — including the syllabus, scope and sequence, and guided notes — automatically reflect course customizations.

UPDATED PACING AND PROGRESS METRICS
Actual Grade and Target Progress take activity due dates into account for more accurate pacing, and a new WORK DUE TODAY status helps students better prioritize their time.

Learn more at imaginelearning.com/edgeEX